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In recent years, data assimilation, and more generally the climate science modelling enterprise have been in-
fluenced by the rapid advent of artificial intelligence, in particular machine learning (ML), opening the path
to various form of ML-based methodology.
In this talk we will schematically show how ML can be included in the prediction and DA workflow in three
different ways. First, in a so-called “non-intrusive”ML, wewill show the use of supervised learning to estimate
the local Lyapunov exponents (LLEs) based exclusively on the system’s state [1]. In this approach, ML is used
as a supplementary tool, added to the given physical model. Our results prove ML is successful in retrieving
the correct LLEs, although the skill is itself dependent on the degree of local homogeneity of the LLEs on the
system’s attractor.
In the second and third approach, ML is used to substitute fully [4] or partly [5]a physical model with a surro-
gate one reconstructed from data. Nevertheless, for high-dimensional chaotic dynamics such as geophysical
flows this reconstruction is hampered by (i) the partial and noisy observations that can realistically be gath-
ered, (ii) the need to learn from long time series of data, and (iii) the unstable nature of the dynamics. To
achieve such inference successfully we have suggested to combine DA and ML in several ways. We will show
how to unify these approaches from a Bayesian perspective, together with a description of the numerous sim-
ilarities between them [2,3]. We will show that the use of DA in the combined approach is pivotal to extract
much information from the sparse, noisy, data. The full surrogate model achieves prediction skill up to 4
to 5 Lyapunov time, and its power spectra density is almost identical to that of the original data, except for
the high-frequency modes which are not well captured [4]. The ML-based parametrization of the unresolved
scales in the third approach [5] is also extremely skilful. This has been studied using a coupled atmosphere-
ocean model and again the use of coupled DA [6] in the combined DA-ML method makes possible to exploit
the data information from one model compartment (e.g., the ocean) to the other (e.g., the atmosphere).
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